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Comparator-holder magnetic base

Mini comparator support with permanent magnet, jointed rod with central 
locking and three-dimensional fine adjustment of base.

Code €

 

Base dimensions 
(mm) Adhesion force (N) Radius of action 

(mm)

 

F303050005 -,-- � 16x60x32 280 178

Comparator holder magnetic base

Comparator holder base with magnet that can be disconnected using a key, 
support surface with V shape to allow anchoring on curved surfaces, red, high-
strength aluminium allow rods, central locking, universal connector for 
swallowtail support comparators and tracers, fine adjustment positioned on 
magnetic base.

Code €

 

Base dimensions 
(mm) Adhesion force (N) Arms length (mm)

 

F302980005 -,-- � 40x30x35 320 80/50
F302980010 -,-- � 60x50x55 800 110/80
F302980015 -,-- � 60x50x55 800 140/110

Comparator holder magnetic base

Comparator support with magnet that can be turned off using a key, support 
surface with V-shape allowing anchoring even on curved surfaces, black jointed 
rods with central mechanical lock, universal connector with fine adjustment.

Code €

 

Base dimensions 
(mm) Adhesion force (N) Radius of action 

(mm)

 

F303200005 -,-- � 50x120x55 1300 637

Comparator holder magnetic base

Comparator support (Strato-Line) with magnet that can be activated or deactivated by 
means of a key, prismatic base, mechanical central locking for rapid positioning, universal 
attachment with fine adjustment and dovetail support.

Code €

 

Base size (mm) Adhesion force (N) Radius of action 
(mm)

 

F303930001 -,-- � 34x30x35 300 220
F303930004 -,-- � 60x50x55 800 310
F303930007 -,-- � 60x50x55 800 390
F303930010 -,-- � 75x50x55 1000 390
F303930013 -,-- � ø 30x25 150 210*

Comparator holder magnetic base

Comparator support with magnet that can be disengaged by means of a key, 
bearing surface with V-shape, universal fitting with fine adjustment.

Code €

 

Base size (mm) Adhesion force (N) Radius of action 
(mm)

 

F303280001 -,-- � 70x46x65 800 180

� Available from stock CDU � Shipping from external warehouse




